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DESCRIPTION
A system that uses quantum mechanics to compute outputs is 
referred to as "quantum computing." A quantum is the smallest 
discrete unit of any physical characteristic. Most frequently, it 
makes reference to the properties of atomic or subatomic 
particles like electrons, neutrinos, and photons. Problems that 
are too complex for ordinary computers can be solved using the 
principles of quantum physics,  rapidly evolving technology 
known as quantum computing. The true quantum hardware 
tools that scientists could only begin to envisage thirty years ago 
are now accessible to thousands of developers  to IBM Quantum. 
Every so often, our engineers release superconducting quantum 
processors that are ever-more potent, progressing toward the 
speed and capacity of quantum computing required to 
revolutionise the world. Compared to the conventional 
computers that have been around for more than 50 years, these 
gadgets are very different.

The study of quantum computing is concerned with the creation 
of computer-based technologies based on the ideas of quantum 
theory. The nature and behavior of matter and energy at the 
quantum (atomic and subatomic) level are explained by 
quantum theory. To carry out particular computational 
operations, quantum computing employs a combination of bits. 
All of them perform significantly better than their classical 
equivalents. The creation of quantum computers represents a 
significant advance in computing power, providing enormous 
performance advantages for particular application cases. For 
instance, simulations are one area where quantum computing 
thrives.

Quantum computers are devices that store data and carry out 
calculations using the principles of quantum physics. This can 
be quite helpful for some tasks because they might accomplish 
them far better than our greatest supercomputers. Information is 
stored on traditional computers, such as laptops and 
smartphones, in binary "bits" that can either are 0s or 1s. The 
fundamental memory component of a quantum computer is a 
quantum bit or qubit.

Physical systems, such the spin of an electron or the direction of 
a photon, are used to create qubits. Quantum superposition is

the ability of these systems to exist simultaneously in a variety of
configurations. Quantum entanglement, a phenomenon, can
also be used to indisputably connect qubits. As a result, a group
of qubits can simultaneously represent several things.

Importance of quantum computing

The aforementioned scenario is sufficiently thorough for you to
comprehend why quantum computers will be necessary for the
future. We lack more computational capacity due to technical
limitations. The use of quantum tunneling is supposed to make
quantum computing more power-efficient than contemporary
computing. They are anticipated to cut power usage by 100 to
1000 times.

Chess champion Garry Kasparov was defeated by IBM's Deep
Blue computer in 1997 because it could calculate 200 million
possible moves per second. These calculations could be
performed one trillion times per second on a quantum
computer.

Well, there are a lot of advantages that quantum computing can
offer. For instance, considering that we are currently in the big
data era, using quantum devices will speed up the analysis and
pattern recognition of enormous datasets. Additionally, this
technology might be used to improve communications, create
incredibly precise medical sensors, and train artificial
intelligence systems.

As numerous of today's top computer organizations, academic
institutions, post-secondary institutions, and all of the main IT
vendors conduct research on the subject, the field of quantum
computing is expanding quickly. As more research is used in real-
world settings, this speed is anticipated to pick up. Although
practical machines are years away, this once fantastical notion is
beginning to seem plausible.

A new wave of technology applications driven by quantum
computing will open up new economic opportunities and
contribute to the resolution of some of the most serious global
issues of our day. In technologies with broad applications, such
as secure communication networks, extremely precise sensors,
the study of chemical reactions for medicine, novel materials,
and fundamentally new paradigms of computation, previously
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unexplored effects of quantum theory can now be employed as a
resource. Governments and businesses from all over the world,
including Google, Microsoft, Intel, Toshiba, and IBM, have
been investing heavily in recent years to realize this potential.

Although quantum computing has advanced significantly, the
subject still confronts a number of obstacles, such as the
difficulties of constructing a large-scale quantum computer,
creating novel quantum algorithms, and construction costs.
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